Teletype equipment is capable of punching and reading a wide variety of communications tapes. Our equipment can produce tapes with or without printing, partially or fully punched, and in 5, 6, 7, or 8 level codes. More information on how Teletype equipment processes paper tapes is available from our engineers experienced in its use. Call, write or wire today!

Here are a few examples of Teletype tapes shown actual size:

- Fully punched, without printing, 5 level
- Fully punched, with printing, 5 level
- Partially punched, without printing, 5 level
- Partially punched, with printing, 5 level
- Fully punched, 6 level (advanced feedhole). Teletype equipment reads and reporтратes this tape.
- Fully punched, without printing, 8 level
- Fully punched, with printing, 8 level

Teletype Corporation manufactures equipment for the Bell System and others who require the utmost reliability from their message and data communications systems.